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In [6], Howie considered the following problem: If [V; Si] is an amalgam of 
semigroups and if T, are subsemigroups of Si such that [U, T,] is an amalgam, is 
it true that l-j: Ti, the free product of the amalgam [U; T,], is embeddable in 
n$ Si the free product of the amalgam [V; S,]? He proved, among other things, 
that if V and Ti are unitary in Si, then the free products are embeddable. 
We extend these results here using the homologkal techniques introduced in 
[4, 71 and culminate in describing those amalgamation bases which always have 
this property. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We use, without reference, the notation of Howie [3]. For definitions of 
U-sets, U-maps, etc. see, for example, [7]. The category of left U-sets will 
be denoted by U-ENS and the category of (U, S)-bisets by U-ENS-S. For 
convenience, we shall mainly work from now on with monoids. It is an 
easy matter in any case to extend these results to semigroups. For example, 
it was shown in [7] that if we denote by ‘U, the monoid obtained from a 
semigroup U by adjoining an identity, 1 (regardless of whether U already 
has an identity), then the amalgam [U; SJ is embeddable if and only if the 
amalgam [‘U; ‘SJ is embeddable. See [7, 91 for similar results of this 
nature. Suppose that [U; Si: ic Z] is an amalgam of monoids and that 
there exists a family of monoids { Ti: iE Z} with the property that 
U E Ti c Si for all i in I. We shall call the amalgam [U; Ti] an amalgam 
of submonoids of the amalgam [ U; Si 1. 
Our main problem is to determine under what conditions n$ Si, the free 
product of the amalgam [V, T,], is embeddable in nt Si, the free product 
of the amalgam [U; S,]. We begin by showing that we need only consider 
amalgams with a Iinite index set. 
If F is a finite subset of the index set Z then we shall denote the free 
product of the amalgam [U; Si: i E F] by P,. It is clear that if Fs G are 
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finite subsets of I, then there is a canonical map (pz: P, -+ P, such that 
(PF, cpz) is a direct system of monoids and monoid homomorphisms. It is 
an easy matter to show that nc {Si: iE I} is the direct limit, in the 
category of monoids, of this system. In fact, it is also the direct limit, in the 
category of U-sets, a fact which follows from the following easily proved 
result: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (Si, cp;) be a direct system of monoids and monoid 
homomorphisms with a directed index set I (i.e., for all i, j in I, there exists 
k in Z such that k > i, j). Suppose that for each i in I, there exists a monoid 
homomorphism ai: U+ Si such that cp:u,= aj for all i < j in I. If we define 
usi = a,(u) si for u in U, si in Si, then Si becomes a left U-set and cp; is a 
U-map. If (L, pi) is the direct limit in the category of monoids of the system 
(Si, cpi) then (L, pi) is also the direct limit, in the category of left U-sets, if 
we dejine a left U-set structure on L by ux = fliai(u) x for u in U, x in L. 
The following result demonstrates that we need only consider free 
products over a finite index set. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let [U; Si: iEZ] be an amalgam of monoids and let 
[U; ‘Ti: i E I] be an amalgam of submonoids. For any finite subset F of I, 
let Pr, Qr denote the free products of the amalgams [U; Ti: if F], 
[U; Si: i E F], respectively. If for all finite subsets F of I, the canonical map 
P, + QF is one to one, then the canonical map n$ ( Ti: i E I} --) 
IJE {Si: iEI} is also one to one. 
Proof. Since nt Ti is the direct limit of the family {PF, r&} and n$ Si 
is the direct limit of the family (QF, a:} (Theorem 1.1) then the result will 
follow from the following useful result: 
LEMMA 1.3 [9, Lemma 1.3.20). Let I be a directed quasi-ordered set. Let 
(Xi, 9;) and ( Yi, vi) be direct systems (sharing the same index set) and 
suppose that (X, a,) and (Y, pi) are the direct limits of these systems. 
Suppose also that there exist maps fi: Xi -+ Yi such that fjS:. = pi.fi for all 
i2 j in I. Then there exists a unique map f: X + Y such that flifi = fai for 
all i in I and if each fi is one to one then f is one to one. 
Conversely, iff is one to one and each “$ is one to one for all i < j in I, 
then fi is one to one for all i in I. 
2. PUSHOUTS AND PULLBACKS 
In this section we provide a collection of “homological” tools to be used 
in Section 3. It is useful to notice that if U is a monoid, then pushouts and 
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pullbacks (in fact any direct or inverse limit) in the category of U-sets are 
identical to those in the category of sets. Because of this we shall mainly 
work from now on in the category of sets rather than in the category of 
U-sets. For some basic properties of pushouts and pullbacks, see [7]. In 
particular, we will frequently use the fact that a diagram 
A’B 
is a pullback if and only if whenever s(b) = $(c) then there exists a unique 
c1 in A such that b =f(a) and c = y(a). 
Suppose f: X-P Y is a right U-monomorphism and consider the right 
U-congruence on Y given by 
pf= (im f x im f) u 1 y. 
THEOREM 2.1. Consider the commutative diagram 
s A-B 
A-E B 
where (py = 1 A and ker a -C p+. Then a& is one to one if and only if 
(0 .z is one to one, 
(ii) im sn im JI = im cf, and 
(iii) ker /I E ker f. 
Proof: Suppose that LXE is one to one. Then clearly E is one to one and 
im cf E im en im JI. Suppose then that c(b) = $(c) for some b in B, c in C. 
Then 
a&(b) = arl/(c) =&(c). 
Hence 
a&f&c) = atiw(c) = Bwdc) = BP(C) = a@). 
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Since us is one to one, then b =fp(c) and so s(b) =E~v(c) and 
im E n im t+Q c im cf. Suppose now that (a, a’) E ker 8. Then 
a&f (a) = &y(a) = P(u) = /3(a’) = clef (a’). 
Hence, (a, a’) E ker f since CG is one to one. 
Conversely, suppose that a~(b)=a&(b’) in E. Then (s(b), E(~‘))E 
ker c1 c pJ, and so either s(b) = E(F), in which case b = b’ as required, or 
E(b) = NC) and .s(b’) = $(c’) for some c, c’ in C. 
By (ii) there exist a, a’ in A such that e(b) = &f(a) and Qb’) = &f(u’). Hence 
/-vu) = /w(Q) = @&f(U) = aef (u’) = &Mu’) = P(u’) 
and so by (iii), (a, a’) E ker f, i.e., b = b’ as required. 
LEMMA 2.2 [9, Lemma V.l.11. Let 
A--%B 6 D-E 
be pushouts and suppose that there exist “connecting” monomorphims 
fl: A + D, y: B --t E, and g: C + F such that the diagram 
1LD-E 
c,+---p I 
F +Q 
commutes. Suppose also that the top square 
(1) 
D?E 
is a pullback that 9: D + F and cp: A + C are both onto and that a: A --, B 
and 6: D + E are both one to one. Then there exists a unique monomorphism 
h: P --, Q such that the completed “cube” commutes. 
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ProojI The existence and uniqueness of the map h: P -+ Q follows easily 
from the pushout property of P. It is also clear that h(p)=ty(b), where 
p= o(b). Now, since Q is a pushout (and since 6 is one to one and 9 is 
onto), then ker r = ((6(d), 6(d’)): (4 d’) E ker 9} u 1, and so if ty(b) = 
r?(W), then either y(b) = y(W), in which case b = b’ and a(b)= o(b’) as 
required, or y(b) =6(d), y(b’) = S(d’), and 9(d) = $(d’). In this case, since 
(1) is a pullback, there exist unique a, u’EA, such that b=ol(a), d=/?(a), 
b’ = cr(a’), d’ = P(a’). But gcp(u) = 9/l(u) = 9/3(a’) =gcp(u’) and so q(a) = 
~(a’). Hence a(b)=f~(u)=f~(u’)=a(b’) as required and so h is a 
monomorphism. 
The last result in this section is rather technical but is needed to prove 
one of the main theorems, Theorem 3.3. 
LEMMA 2.3. Consider the commutative diagrams 
A&B ELF 
P’l II’ &I /h 
C-D G-H 
j g’ 1, ,*I g2 p 
A-P 51 E-Z7+Q 
where the top squares are pullbacks and the bottom squares are pushouts and 
where y,/?, = l,, y2fiz = l,, and fi, g,, f2, and g, are all one to one. 
Suppose we have “connecting” monomorphisms cp: A + E, 9: C-+ G, 
E: B + F, $1 D -+ H, and h: P * Q such that the completed diagram 
commutes and such that 
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are pullbacks. Then 
is also a pullback. 
Proof. Notice first from Theorem 2.1 that a,fi and azf2 are both one 
to one (an elementary property of pushouts tells us that since gi is one to 
one then di is one to one and so ker dis ker a,). Suppose that h(p) = 
ozfi(x) for some p in P and some x in F. Since cri is onto then p = a,(d) 
for some din D. Hence h(p) = a,rC/(d) and so 0,$(d) = azfi(x). An elemen- 
tary property of pushouts tells us that ker rr2 = (( g2(y), g,(y’)): (y, y’) E 
ker y2} u 1, and so either 
(0 9W) =f2b) or 
(ii) WI = g2(yL fibI = g,(y') where (Y, Y') E ker y2. 
In case (i), since 
is a pullback, then there exists a unique be B such that x = E(b) and 
d=f,(b). Hence x= E(b) and p = o,(d) = aIfi(b) and so the diagram (2) is 
a pullback. 
In case (ii) we have e(d) = g,(y) and so, since 
C--%D 
sl Iti 
G-H g2 
is a pullback there exists a unique c in C such that 
d= g1(c) and y = S(c). 
Let b=cc,y,(c) and notice that 
a,.f-i(b) = 01 g,fi,y,(c) = d,y,B,y,(c) = by,(c) = 0, gl(c) = o,(d) = p. 
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Also, 
But azfi is one to one and so s(b) = .x. Hence we have shown that 
p= a,fi(b) and x= s(b) and since b is clearly unique with this property 
then (2) is again a pullback. 
3. PURITY AND FREE EXTENSIONS 
Let f: X+ Y be a right U-monomorphism. We say that f is right pure if 
for all left U-sets A, the induced mapf@ 1: X@A + Y@ A is one to one. 
Left purity is defined dually. If f: X-t Y is a monomorphism of (U, U)- 
bisets then f is pure if for all right U-sets A and all left U-sets B, the map 
1 Of @ 1: A @ X@ B + A @ Y@ B is one to one. Clearly if f is pure then f 
is both left and right pure. It is not known whether the converse is true. 
Let f: X + Y be a right U-map and I: A -+ B a left U-map and consider 
the commutative diagram 
where all tensor products are over U. We say that the pair (f; A) is stable 
if 
Iffis a right U-monomorphism then f is stable if (fi A) is stable for all left 
U-monomorphisms 1: A -+ B. It is easy to demonstrate that if in diagram 
(3), all the maps are one to one, then the diagram is a pullback if and only 
if (A A) is stable. 
THEOREM 3.1. (cf. [8, Theorem 3.111). Let f:X-, Y be a left U- 
monomorphism. If f is left pure then f is stable and so for any right 
U-monomorphism A: A + B with A @ Y + B @I Y one to one, the following 
commutative diagram is a pullback. 
ABY----+ BQX 
I I 
A@Y- BOY 
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Let U be a submonoid of a monoid S. Let X E ENS-S, YE ENS-U, and 
f: X-P Y a U-map. Recall [7] that an S-set F(S; X, Y), together with a 
U-map g: Y + F(S; X, Y) is the free S-extension of X and Y if h = go f: 
X + F(S; X, Y) is an S-map and if (F(S; X, Y), g) is universal with respect 
to this property. Recall also [7, Theorem 4.191 that F(S; X, Y) is the 
pushout of the diagram. 
xos f@l+ Y@S 
‘PI 
1 
X 
where cp(x 8 s) = xs. 
Our aim in Section 4 is to create a countably infinite sequence of U-sets 
and U-maps 
fl 
Xl - x* 
f2 -, . . . 
I I 
y1- y2 .-+ . . . 81 &z2 
with X,=F(T, Xnez, X,-i) and Y,=F(S; Ynez, Y,,-,) for suitable 
monoids T and S. In this section we develop an inductive process (using 
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3) to show that if the nth square in the above diagram 
satisfies a suitable property P, then so does the (n + 1)st square. The 
following theorem, which is one of the key results in [7], is of this nature. 
THEOREM 3.2. [7, Theorem 4.201. Let U be a submonoid of a monoid S. 
Then U + S is pure if and only if whenever X E U-ENS-S, YE U-ENS-U, and 
f: X + Y is a pure U-monomorphism, then g: Y + F(S, X, Y) is also a pure 
U-monomorphism. 
We can extend this result in the following way: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let U be a submonoid of a monoid T and T a submonoid 
of a monoid S and suppose that the inclusion U--t S is pure. Then the inclusion 
T--f S is a pure U-monomorphism if and only if, whenever A E U-ENS-T, 
B, DE U-ENS-U, CE U-ENS-S, a,: A --f B and az: C + D are pure 
U-monomorphisms, and whenever there exists “connecting” pure 
U-monomorphisms 6: A + C and E: B--t D such that for all XE ENS-U and 
all YE U-ENS the diagram 
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is a pullback, then there exists a unique U-monomorphism $1 F(T; A, B) -+ 
F(S; C, D) such that for all X E ENS-U, YE U-ENS the diagram 
X@B@Y =X@F(T;A,B)@Y 
1@&@1 
I I 
lOlLSI (4) 
XQDQY ~XQf’(S;C,D)QY 
is a pullback, and where the maps PI : B -+ F(T; A, B) and p2: D -+ 
F(S; C, D) are the canonical maps. 
Proof: We use Lemma 2.2 to deduce that the map $ is a pure 
U-monomorphism and Lemma 2.3 to deduce that (4) is a pullback. For the 
sake of brevity let P = F( T; A, B) and Q = F(S, C, D). Suppose that T --) S 
is pure. We see immediately from Theorem 3.2 that jr and j& are pure 
U-monomorphisms, since if U-r S is pure then U -+ T must also be pure. 
Let XE ENS-U and YE U-ENS and consider the rather complicated com- 
mutative diagram 
XQAQY , 
XQ+QY;~-px;~;;;y 
XQAQY -y+-+ xQpQy \ I 
XQCQY l XQQQY 
Since it is well known that tensor products “preserve” pushouts, we deduce 
from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 that the conclusions to the theorem hold if we 
can show that the following four diagrams are all pullbacks: 
(1) X@A@Y XQBQY 
I 
I 
X@A@T@Y- XQBQTQY 
(2) XQCQY XQDQ Y 
I I 
XQCQSQY- X@D@S@Y 
(3) X@A@T@Y- XQBQTTOY 
I I 
XQCQSQY- XQDQSQY 
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(4) XQBQY A XQDQ Y 
I 
XQBQTQY - XQDQSQ Y 
Since U + T is pure then Y --, TQ Y is left pure and so from Theorem 3.1, 
Diagram (1) is a pullback. A similar conclusion holds for (2). Diagram (3) 
can be “redrawn” 
XQAQTQY- XQBQTQY 
I I 
XQCQTQY- XQDQTQY 
XQCQSQY- XQDQSQY 
Note that the bottom square is a pullback by Theorem 3.1 (the map T+ S 
is pure) and the top square is a pullback by assumption. Hence 
Diagram (3) is a pullback. Diagram (4) can be treated similarly. 
Conversely, it is easy to demonstrate that the inclusion map X + X u Y 
is pure for all X, YE U-ENS-U. If we put A = T, B = T o U, C = TQ S, and 
D = (TQ S) u U in the statement of the theorem then we can deduce that 
P=F(T;T,TuU)=TclT and Q=F(S;TQS,TQSoU)=TQSc,S 
(see [9, Theorem 11.1.51). Also the map T-r TQS is pure since U-, S is 
pure and so A --f C and B + D are pure. Let XE ENS-U and YE U-ENS 
and consider now the diagram 
XQAQ Y- XQBQ Y 
XQCQY- XQDQY 
Now for any E, FE U-ENS, XQ (E u fl N (XQE) u (X0 F) and so we 
have a commutative diagram 
XQTQY - (XQ TQ Y) CJ (X0 UQ Y) 
I I 
XQTQSQY- (X@TQSQY)o(XQUQY) 
This is obviously a pullback. So the conditions of the theorem hold and 
hence the map P + Q is pure. In other words T o T + (TQ S) II) S is pure 
and so in particular T-P S is pure. 
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The main aim of the above theorem is to provide conditions under which 
the map $: F(T; A, B) + F(S; C, D) is pure. It would be interesting to 
know whether these conditions could be met without the need to introduce 
pullbacks. 
4. PURITY AND FREE PRODUCTS 
We begin this section with a brief description of a construction given in 
[7]. Let [U; S,, S,] be an amalgam of monoids. All tensor product will be 
over U. Define W,=S,, W2=SlQS2, andf,: W,+ W, byf,(s,)=s,@l. 
Now define, in an inductive manner, W,, = F(S,; Wn-2, W,- 1) 
(i E n (mod 2)), and f, _ i : W,, _ i --t W,, the canonical map. It was shown in 
[7] that there exist maps qPn: W,, + S, * US, for n= 1,2, . . . . such that 
q,,ofnP i = (~+i (n 22) and such that the system (S, * vSz, cp,) is the 
direct limit in the category of U-sets of (W,, f,). It is clear that if 
[U; T,, T,] is an amalgam of submonoids then a similar construction, say 
(Z,, g,), can be made. So we can construct a commutative diagram 
where Ed: Z, + W, is the inclusion, .s2: Z, + W, is given by E2(tl @ t2) = 
tlQ t2, and in general E,: Z, + W, is the unique Ti-map (is n (mod 2)) 
which makes the diagram 
commute. 
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If we denote the canonical map T1 * oT2 --) S, * $S, by $, we see from 
diagram (4) that $0 9,.= ‘pi0 q for all i> 1. Using Lemma 1.3 we also see 
that if each q is one to one then so is $. Moreover, it is easy to check that 
“tensor products preserve direct limits” 17, Theorem 3.33, and so for any 
XE ENS-U, YE U-ENS, we can apply the functors X@I - and - @ Y to 
Diagram (5) and deduce that if each si is pure then so is JI. Our aim 
therefore is to show that each .si is a pure U-monomorphism. 
THEOREM 4.1 [ 7, Theorem 6.11. Let [U, S1, S,] be an amalgam 
monoids such that U -+ Si is pure. Then the amalgam is strongly embeddable 
and U + S1 * oSz is pure. Moreover, the maps cp,: W,, + S, * oS, in (5) are 
all pure monomorphisms. 
We extend this result to amalgams of submonoids as follows: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let [U; S,, S,] be an amalgam of monoids with amalgam 
of submonoids [U, T,, T2] and suppose that the maps U + Ti and Ti + Si 
are pure U-monomorphisms (i = 1,2). Then the canonical map T1 * oT, + 
S1 * tiSz is a pure U-monomorphism. 
Proof. It is easy to establish that fi, g,, E,, and .s2 in (5) above are all 
pure U-monomorphisms. For example, if X E ENS-U and YE U-ENS then 
the map XQT,@T,@Y-+X@S,@SS,@Y is one to one since it is the 
composite of the two monomorphisms 
and 
(XQT,)QT,QYj(XQT,)QS,QY 
xoT,Q(S,QY)-tXQS,Q(S,QY). 
In order to apply Theorem 3.3, we consider the diagram 
XQT1QY- XQT,QT,QY 
I I (6) 
XQS,QY- XQS,Q~s,QY 
where XE ENS-U, YE U-ENS. Now the map X@ T, +X@ S, is right 
pure, since T, + S1 is pure, and so by the dual of Theorem 3.1, the diagram 
XQT,QY- XQT,QT,QY 
XQS,QY- XQS,QT,Q’ 
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is a pullback. But the map X@ S, 0 T, @ Y-P X@ S1 @ S, @ Y is one to 
one, since T, --) S2 is pure and so we deduce that Diagram (6) is a 
pullback. We see now from Theorem 3.3 that since 2, = F( T, ; 2,) 2,) and 
W, = F( Si ; W, , W,) then the map eg : Z, --, W, is a pure U-monomorphim 
and that the diagram 
is a pullback. This, together with Theorem 3.3 forms the basis for an induc- 
tive process, from which we can deduce that F,: Z, -+ W, is pure for all 
no N. The result now follows by the remarks before Theorem 4.1. 
Using the fact that free products of amalgams are associative [S, 
Theorem 1.33, we can easily establish the following corollary for any finite 
index set. The general case then follows from Theorem 1.2. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Zf [U; Si] is an amalgam and [U; Ti] an amalgam of 
submonoids and if the U-maps U + T, and T, + Si are pure for all i, then the 
canonical map n$ Ti + ns Si is a pure U-monomorphism. 
It can be shown (see, for example, 7, [Lemma 4.7 and Corollary 4.111) 
that if U is unitary in Ti and Ti is unitary in Si then U + Ti and T, -+ Si 
are pure and so we can deduce 
COROLLARY 4.4 (cf. [6, Theorem 4.11). Let [U; Si] be an amalgam with 
an amalgam of submonoids [U; Ti]. Zf U is unitary in Ti and Ti is unitary 
in Si then nc Ti is embeddable in nc Si. 
If a U-monomorphism f: A + B splits (there exists a map g: B + A such 
that go f = lA) then it is pure. A U-set, A, is called injectiue if every 
U-monomorphism A + B splits. Consequently we can deduce 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let [U; Ti] be an amaZgam of submonoids of the 
amalgam [U; S,]. Then nF Ti is embeddable in fls Si if either 
(i) U and each Ti are injective U-sets, or 
(ii) the maps U + Ti and Ti --P Si split, either in the category of 
monoids or in the category U-ENS-U. 
Recall that if U is a submonoids of a monoid S, we say that U is left 
perfect in S if the inclusion U + S is a right pure U-monomorphism and S 
is right flat as a U-set (a U-set A is rightfrat if the functor A @ - preserves 
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monomorphisms). This is equivalent to the original definition given in [4] 
which relies on a “left-handed” nature of this property. (See also [2].) The 
definition of right perfect is dual. If U is both right and left perfect in S then 
we will say that U is perfect in S. If a monoid U is (left, right) perfect in 
every containing monoid we say that U is (left, right) absolutely perfect. 
A similar definition holds for (left, right) absolutely flat monoids (see [ 11). 
The following result is easy to deduce (see, for example, [9, 
Theorem 111.1.6(2)]). 
PROPOSITION 4.6. The following are equivalent: 
(1) U is absolutely perfect; 
(2) U is absolutely flat; 
(3) every U-monomorphism is pure. 
Say that U is a perfect amalgamation base if 
(1) U is an amalgamation base, and 
(2) whenever [U; TJ is an amalgam of submonoids of [U; Si] then 
fl; Ti + nz Si is one to one. 
It is now clear that absolutely perfect monoids are perfect amalgamation 
bases. Since inverse monoids are known to be absolutely perfect [2, 
Theorems 1 and 2; 4, Lemma 2.51, then we have 
THEOREM 4.1. Inverse monoids are perfect amalgamation bases. 
From Cl, Corollary 5.31, and anticipating Theorem 4.10 below, we can 
deduce 
COROLLARY 4.8. A Rees matrix semigroup S= m”[G; Z, A, P] is a 
perfect amalgamation base if and only if no two columns and no two rows of 
P have the same pattern of non-zero entries. 
Recall [2] that if U is a submonoid of a monoid S, then (U, S) is called 
an amalgamatin pair if any amalgam of the form [U, S, T] is embeddable. 
It was shown [7, Theorem 6.91 that if (U, S) is an amalgamation pair then 
the inclusion U -+ S is pure. 
We shall say that (U, S) is a perfect amalgamation pair if 
(1) (U, S) is an amalgamation pair, and 
(2) whenever CU, T, T’J is an amalgam of submonoids of [U; S, S’] 
then the canonical map T* oT’ + S* $S’ is one to one. 
THEOREM 4.9. Zf (U, S) is a perfect amalgamation pair then U is perfect 
in S. 
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Proof: From [7, Theorem 6.91 we need only show that S is flat. Let 
f: X-+ Y be a right U-monomorphism and consider the monoids 
T’=Xo U and S’=Ucl U where we define ux=x, xx’=x’, uy= y, and 
yy’= y’ for all u in U, x, x’ in X, and y, y’ in Y. We can clearly think of 
T’ as a submonoid of S’ and so we have an amalgam [U; S, S’] with an 
amalgam of submonoids [U; S, T’]. Since (U, S) is a perfect amalgamation 
pair, these amalgams are embeddable and the canonical map 
S* uT’ -+ S* US’ is one to one. Notice that since U -+ S and U + T’ are 
pure, then by Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 1.3, the map T’ @ S + S’ 0 S is also 
one to one. But T’QS-SuXQS and S’QS-SU Y@S, and so the 
map S@ 1: X@ S + Y @ S is one to one and S is left flat. In a similar way 
S is right flat and so U is perfect in S. 
We can now deduce immediately. 
THEOREM 4.10. A monoid U is a perfect amalgamation base if and only 
if U is absolutely perfect. 
Notice [2] that the two element (left) right zero semigroups are 
amalgamation bases but are not absolutely perfect. So not every 
amalgamation base is a perfect amalgamation base. 
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